Kenchreai Eastern Port Corinth Results Investigations
?e,per,a76uoo7) life and death at r.s?,3-.s. a port in ... - kenchreai, the eastern port of corinth on the
isthmus, possessed a bus tling harbor and a substantial town during the roman empire. situated at a natural
crossroads between the eastern provinces and italy, between the p?loponn?se and central greece, and close to
several important settle a double-sheaved pulley block from kenchreai - a double-sheaved pulley block
from kenchreai (plates 76-78) o ne of the most unusual small finds from the partially submerged "temple" at
kenchreai, the eastern port of ancient corinth, is a large wooden pulley or tackle block (fig. 1, p1. 76, 1),
complete with wooden pulley wheels, of the fourth life and death at pages r43-.r8g a port in ro/maan
6reece - kenchreai, the eastern port of corinth on the isthmus, possessed a bus-tling harbor and a substantial
town during the roman empire. situated bioarchaeology of the near east - kenchreai was the eastern port
of corinth throughout classical antiquity, but the harbor was especially active and the associated settlement
was particularly prosperous during the roman empire, between roughly the first and seventh centuries ad.
since 2002, joseph l. rife has directed the kenchreai cemetery project (kcp), an interdis- the thomas panel corning museum of glass - the opus sectile panels from kenchreai, the eastern port of ancient corinth; part
ii (by r.h.b.) de scribes laboratory investigations of the components of the panel and of comparable materials
from ken chreai. these investigations lead to the conclusion that the thomas panel and the kenchreai panels
almost certainly were made in the same place. the kenchreai glass panels: selection of packing
materials - the opus sectile glass panels found in kenchreai, the eastern port of corinth, greece, were rehoused in the framework of an eu funded project in 2005-2006. upgrading storage conditions for the kenchreai
glass panels necessitated the replacement of previous backing and packing materials. phoebe - muse.jhu notes 101 8. clyde e. fant and mitchell g. reddish, a guide to biblical sites in greece and turkey (new york:
oxford university press, 2003), 46. 9. robert l. hohlfelder, “kenchreai on the saronic gulf: aspects of its imperial
history,” the classical journal 71 (1976): 218. 10. “epigraphy, liturgy, and imperial policy on the ... north-south movement. the fortress at isthmia, situated near the eastern port of kenchreai not only buttressed
this wall, but also stood near a major north-south route and was well-positioned to block east-west movement
across the isthmus as well.13 in light of the political cl as - cl assics - academiccatalog.umd - by
participating in the archaeological investigations at kenchreai, the eastern port of ancient corinth. students will
learn about data analysis, artifact processing, and conservation, all important components in archaeological
ﬁeldwork. this program also gives students a rare chance aia bulletin - archaeology - as excavation
architect at the university of chicago’s excavations at kenchreai, eastern port of corinth, from 1963-68 and
supervised the important underwater work carried out there by a team of graduate students and young faculty
. his contribution to the final publication of the laboratory studies of some glasses from vergina laboratory studies of some glasses from vergina robert h. brill colorless mglasses in antiquity ost glass objects
of the second and first millennia b.c. were strongly col- ored, as are the precious stones they the green
mountain geologist - decrmont - roman site of kenchreai, located on the saronic gulf. kenchreai was the
sister city of ancient corinth and was a major port for trade between the eastern aegean and the gulf of
corinth. the cemetery consists of many cist graves and 27 rock-cut tombs arranged upon a ridge adjacent to
the ancient port.
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